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Monday, February 25, 2019 @ 9:00 a.m. 

 
 
 
Shaun Gillilland, Chairperson 
Roby Politi, Vice-Chairperson 
 
 
Chairman Gillilland called this Public Hearing to order at 9:00 a.m. with the following supervisors 
in attendance: Robin DeLoria, Archie Depo, Stephanie DeZalia, Shaun Gillilland, Charles 
Harrington, Ron Jackson, Mike Marnell, Steve McNally, Noel Merrihew, Dean Montroy, Jim 
Monty, Roby Politi, Randy Preston, Joe Pete Wilson and Tom Scozzafava.  Joe Giordano, Jerry 
Morrow and Michael Tyler were previously excused. 

 
Department heads present were:  Chris Garrow, Daniel Palmer, Dan Manning and Judy 
Garrison.  
 
Also present:  Kellie Valentine, Francis Whitelaw and Jay Heald. 
 
News media:  Sun – Elizabeth Izzo. 
 
 
GILLILLAND:  I will call this public hearing to order and start with the pledge of allegiance 
please.  Thank you.  We’ll have the reading of the public hearing notice. 
 
GARRISON:  Essex County Notice of public hearing proposed Local Law no. 3 of 2019. 
Please take notice that the Essex County Board of Supervisors will hold and conduct a public 
hearing at the supervisors’ chambers at the Essex County Government Center, 7551 Court 
Street, Elizabethtown, New York on the 25th of February, 2019 at 9:00 a.m., on the proposed 
Local Law No. 3 of 2019 entitled “A local law providing for additional and related duties of the 
Office of Essex County Coroner pursuant to authority granted in county law section 671(2).” 
Please take further notice that at said public hearing to be held at the time and place set forth 
above, the Essex County Board of Supervisors will consider this proposed local law and hear all 
persons interested therein concerning the same. 
Please take further notice that a copy of the full text of such proposed local law no. #3 of 2019 
may be obtained upon request from the Clerk of the Board’s office, 7551 Court Street, 
Elizabethtown, New York  12932.  Judith A. Garrison, Clerk Essex County Board of Supervisors 
Dated:  February 8, 2019 
 
GILLILLAND:  Thank you.  There is a sign-up sheet.  Thank you Mr. Scozzafava.  I will turn it 
over to the County Attorney to discuss the mechanics. 
 
MANNING: First of all everyone who wished to speak or give testimony at this public hearing if 
you haven’t signed the sign-up sheet please let us know.   As you know we have the proposed 
local law that has been introduced.  This local law as proposed.  The purpose of this was to get 
something out before the public and to our present Coroners for comment.  It’s not complete. It’s 
not finished.  This public hearing and the adjournment of the public hearing for another public 
hearing will give us additional information which we’ll use to prepare and pass a more 
comprehensive local law.  This public hearing you will be given testimony.  I will allow you up to 
four minutes to state your piece. We may allow you to go over if we have more time it doesn’t 
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look like there’s a lot of people so we may give you more time.  If the public hearing goes 
beyond 10 o’clock we have a regular scheduled ways and means meeting that we have to 
convene therefore we would adjourn for public debate on the public hearing.  There shouldn’t be 
any dialogue of any real nature between the testimony and our board.  At the end, unless it’s 
vital.  I don’t want to get into twenty minutes of esoteric discussion on a particular point what I’d 
like to do at this public hearing is to you know, let the public speak, let the Coroners speak 
become educated on an area where we may or may not be educated and we will definitely have 
a second public hearing. With that being said there are letters that was submitted.  There was  a 
letter submitted by Walter Marvin dated 2/17/2019, there are copies of all letters here for 
availability to the public and to the present Coroners. There is also a letter from Edward R. Kelly 
Funeral Home which was received today that’s there also there is a statement by Essex County 
Coroner, Francis Whitelaw which is also available.  Some of these letters are quite, there’s a lot 
of  content here so I’m not going to read them it’s my supposition that if those who testify hit the 
highlights there.  So with that being said Judy we’ll accept the first testimony. 
 
GARRISON:  Francis Whitelaw. 
 
WHITELAW:  Good morning ladies and gentlemen.  As you know I’m one of your Coroners, one 
of your four Coroners.  I’d like to thank Chairman Shaun Gillilland for his support and efforts in 
bringing this issue to the forefront and taking a team approach in resolving this problem.  I’d also 
like to thank the Board of Supervisors and members of this committee for evaluating and 
considering these two new local laws. 
I did have some remarks that will probably have taken me beyond four minutes so they’re all 
written out in that packet that you’ve gotten so I’m going to jump right into local law #3. 
My feeling is that I’d like to see the base salary reduced for Coroners down to $2,000.00 and I 
would like to see the incentive for responding to calls be the stipends that will get people to 
actually jump on their horse and go and that’s where we’ve been having a major issue and I 
think that will help resolve it. 
In regard to the stipends in Section 6, I’d like to see a $150.00 stipend per call and an additional 
$100 stipend for removals in cases where an autopsy will be ordered or when a primary care 
provider either can’t be reached due to the hour, weekend or other logistical reasons.  Funeral 
homes are small independent businesses or in the business of making money.  Coroners are 
public servants and are agents of the county.  Eliminate the $300 removal fee because there is 
no reason to pay a Coroner Funeral Home rates which average $300 plus for transport and we 
are going to be hard pressed to find a Funeral Home that’s going to come out at all hours of the 
night in bad weather for $150 to do a removal for the Coroners especially if they have to bring a 
body up to CVPH. 
The transports – at the last Board of Supervisors meeting has expressed their concern about 
Coroners showing up in personal vehicles and mini vans and such to do removals.  The truth is 
most Funeral Homes operate with mini vans to do removals. They are low profile and they 
handle the job, they keep all the equipment in there.  It’s a preconceived notion that hearse 
should be showing up and that’s just not the case.  Most of the time hearses are only used for 
funeral processions and more formal events.  My vehicle was purchased specifically and 
equipped specifically to do this job.  I have given you some photos of my vehicle and equipment 
that I carry in there so you can see that it is set up specifically to do this job.  As we stand now 
all four of our Coroners are properly equipped and we do have the proper vehicles to do the 
removals and have been doing such and that shouldn’t be a problem. The problem I know and 
the concern is liability. I just recently bought a $2 million dollar policy to cover myself in a case 
like this.  Just like a Funeral home would.  Funeral homes have extra coverage for cases just 
like that so I went out and bought a policy so I’m covered so we don’t have to worry about the 
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county and me doing a removal.  I have the proper training, equipment and ability to do it and I 
think all four Coroners still should be allowed to do removals.  Like I said, if we are doing it at 
the reduced rate of $100, if we get an additional $100 stipend for doing a removal we’re saving 
$200 at least per removal instead of having a funeral home come in. 
The belayed waiting for a funeral home is problematic for law enforcement and for the families 
at these scenes.  Okay?  What happens is law enforcement goes, the Coroner goes and we do 
what we do at the Coroners now if that person has to go for an autopsy or for some reason we 
can’t reach that primary care provider to get a sign off on a death certificate that person is 
supposed to go to a morgue so if we call the funeral home well now it could be another 
additional 1 ½ to 2 hour wait for that funeral home to show up so now we have law enforcement 
on standby waiting for the funeral home, they can’t respond to additional calls or emergency 
calls even because they are stuck at this scene and I’ve been that officer on the other end 
waiting for a funeral director to show up that’s coming to get a body after the Coroner has 
already been there so that’s been my experience.  So I think we should continue to be able to 
do that.  It also causes further distress for the family if you have a loved one lying dead in your 
home and a protracted period of time goes by waiting for the funeral home and your house if full 
of law enforcement it’s really uncomfortable and it can get ugly sometimes. They’re usually 
pretty gracious about it but it can leave a mark.  If the county moves ahead with barring 
Coroners from doing transports the funeral home selected to contract with should not be owned 
by or have an affiliation with any of the coroners in order to prevent a conflict of interest.  I’m 
recommending two funeral homes per district they should be contracted with, it should be 
rotated from call to call just like towing services.  I’d also like to see this section amended to 
require the use of a body bag in every case where remains are removed and transported by 
coroners.  This reduces the risk of biohazard spills, leaks and the transfer of blood borne 
pathogens to the coroner, law enforcement, EMS and the transport vehicle.  Body bags should 
be obtained and stored by emergency management or the county health department and the 
coroner should draw from those stores.  Light duty body bags can be purchased for as little as 
$6.20 per body bag and the heavier duty bags can be purchased for as low as $14.80 per bag 
so if they are purchased in bulk the county can save a lot of money that way and this $75 body 
bag reimbursement fee can be eliminated and that $2.00 a mile loaded mileage fee that should 
be eliminated as well it should be just a standard IRS mileage rate regardless of who does the 
transport. 
The documentation and filing cases under Section 11, I don’t know if anybody is aware of it but 
New York State Department of Health and New York State Association of Counties they are 
currently collaborating to provide coroners statewide with laptops or tablets with case 
management software like anything else in the State that could happen in a couple of months it 
could be three years who knows but with the implementation of the electronic death recording 
system, electronic death certificates that is I think that’s what they are thinking about.  So it may 
happen sooner than later. 
Now a proposed section to add, I’d like to see a section added requiring residency so coroners 
shall be permanent full time year round resident of Essex County and the State of New York.  
This requires physical presence throughout the year except for vacations, absences of short 
duration which will require notification of availability.  The Board should determine what will 
determine a short term vacation or absence.  A coroner exceeding that period should forfeit pay 
until returned to available status and also like to see a section requiring documented inventory 
of medications secured at scenes and document record of proper disposal and that should be 
made part of the records to be filed with the County Clerk when we file our cases.  And then 
lastly on that section a section requiring documented inventory of all valuables recovered from 
the remains or the scene along with documented filed and disposition of those items and that 
record should also be made part of whatever records are filed with the county clerk. 
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Finally Local Law #4 – districts.  I’m hoping that the coroners would be consulted when it comes 
time to deciding what districts they are going to be in because we are the ones that actually 
have to go out on these things so I think it might be good to have input from us as to what would 
be best as far as Geographic’s goes.  Now there is part of that section the language conflicts 
with part of local law #3 section 10, dispatched coroners.  Local Law #4 assigns specific districts 
to specific coroners for response.  Local Law #3 says Essex County dispatch shall dispatch the 
first available coroner closest to the scene so that means if a coroner is assigned to district #1 
and a death occurs in district #2 closer to district #1 coroner then the district #1 coroner is 
assigned that call.  Coroner response should be determined strictly by district assignment and 
availability unless exigent circumstances present.  And I’d like to see the last paragraph of local 
law #3 Section 10 eliminated or at least reworded. And that is all I have. 
 
MANNING: Okay since we don’t have a lot of people we probably will open this up to questions 
so you can stay there.  I have a few questions on your request regarding you know forms for 
valuables, forms for medications, forms for disposal I do have those forms in the hopper.  In the 
local law it does state that the Board of Supervisors by resolution can you know regulate and 
provide additional regulations so we have that covered but I do appreciate the input and I got 
most of that from you anyway. 
Local Law #4 we are not talking about today. That’s something down the road if it does conflict 
that’s just been thrown out there for right now but I do appreciate the input there.  
Residency – you’re an elected official of Essex County you have to be a resident of this county 
but we could beef it up if,  that has been a problem I understand we could put some it will mimic 
what’s already in New York State law. 
Requirement of body bags of course. 
Conflicts of interest with transportation by funeral homes.  It’s my understanding that a lot of the 
counties in the state do contract with funeral homes for transportation and if there is a rotating 
list, first let me back up a little bit what we’re going to ask is that at the scene the next of kin be 
asked if they have a preference for a funeral if that’s a preference then we would have that 
funeral home come to the scene.  If there’s a problem with time in that respect we probably will 
call the local funeral home we would transport to that funeral home but we would also give the 
next of kin that option.  Thereafter the closest funeral home would be called so in the essence of 
time and things for that nature there would be a rotating list so you know, I guess I can see 
some conflicts but I guess it’s been throughout the State. I think it’s a better system than having 
and they under the Public Health law are required to have insurance, they are required to have 
training in respect to transportation whereas coroners don’t have that so we’ll take what you 
have under consideration the board, we’ll mull it over but I think the advice that I’ve been getting 
is it’s best that we have that rotating list and these particular funeral homes would contract with 
us and within the body of the contract would be all the necessary protections to decease and for 
the county.  I understand your point. 
Delay in contacting the funeral home it goes to dispatch and dispatch immediately dispatches 
the coroner, immediately dispatches the funeral home I would think that they would be able to 
go out you know they wouldn’t have to make a determination if the funeral home says I can’t get 
there then they go to the next funeral home on the list, etc., etc., etc. so I don’t know, you know 
there’s delay in everything delay in the ambulance, delay in the fire truck which to me are a step 
above a deceased person you know there’s more of an emergency but I’m certainly not 
minimizing the care that needs to be taken in respect to the deceased but I think, I understand 
your concerns but I’m hopeful that if we go with a dispatch system that they will be immediately 
dispatched and they get there just as soon as you do or in a timely fashion. 
 
WHITELAW:  The problem there is if we get a certain scene like we had the police chase fatality 
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on the Northway that body was there until 6 pm that night so when the coroner gets dispatched 
early on which should be because we are part of the investigation we get there, we’re there for a 
really long time.  If the funeral home gets dispatched at the same time so I think we should have 
some latitude in saying okay, we are going to hold off when we should dispatch that funeral 
home so maybe leave it to the coroners to say, okay this would be a good time to dispatch the 
funeral home. 
 
JACKSON:  They changed the law a couple years ago. They complicated things years ago we 
would call everybody all at one time and now you have to assuming the EMS is there they go, 
then the police are dispatched, the BCI are dispatched and then the BCI are the only ones that 
can call for the coroner. We can’t do that anymore. We used to get on the scene if there was a 
body we could call and speed things up but they changed that law and they’ve really dragged it 
out now so you end up on scene for quite a while besides the police, the BCI and then the 
coroner but that’s what the law is. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: So how does it work right now?  If there’s an unattended death in Moriah, they 
need a coroner who calls the coroner?  And which coroner is called? 
 
GILLILLAND:  The police right? 
 
WHITELAW: Yeah, generally the State Police would call the coroner. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So I’m assuming that they call the coroner that’s closer to that area, correct? 
 
WHITELAW: Yes. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  No?  Dan is shaking his head. 
 
MANNING: It’s my understanding that it doesn’t always work that way.   
 
PALMER:  I think it’s human nature. I think if they call a bunch of times they are going to call the 
one that responds. 
 
MANNING: Right or who they think might do – 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  But that’s my question, are they calling four of them or are they calling one or 
how do they make the call? 
 
GILLILLAND:  When I talked to the State Police interviewing them in preparation of this I mean I 
was told that each of the State Police have got, will call much like local Judges they call the 
ones that are going to respond or have experience that they can get a hold of very quickly and 
respond to the scene.  So there’s no system in place of like they call this one, this one, this one 
as uniform. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Right but the point I’m trying to make here is that some coroners we have a 
coroner in Ticonderoga, we have one in the Town of Moriah, we still have one in Elizabethtown 
and then Franklin county up in Saranac Lake correct? 
 
WHITELAW:  Yes. 
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SCOZZAFAVA:  So if there is a death in Crown Point are they calling the coroner in 
Ticonderoga or the one in Moriah in the past? 
 
MANNING:  I don’t know what they do in the past but the hierarchy in the new law would be that 
they call the closest coroner and closest funeral home. I think we have something like 50 or 60 
calls I will call them it seemed like last year and it’s been my understanding that certain that law 
enforcement calls those people either those coroners that either they like and they know that will 
come right away or if they think have more expertise something along that nature.  With a 
centralized dispatch system you know you’re going to have only if there’s an accident or 
problem law enforcement calls our central dispatch and our central dispatch takes care of 
everything they call the coroner closest to the death, they call the funeral home closest to the 
death therefore there’s no favoritism is a poor word but involved in that dispatching of either the 
coroner or funeral home. 
 
WHITELAW: I can only tell you what my experience has been and my experience has been 
when my phone rings and they say we need you in Schroon Lake the first thing out of my mouth 
is, who else did you call and if they say we called this one, we called that one there was no 
answer, this one is in Florida whatever then I say, okay I’ll jump on my horse and ride and I go. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: So are there records of coroners that were called and didn’t go? 
 
MANNING: No. 
 
GILLILLAND: There will be. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: So there could be criticism out there against coroners and I read a letter from 
Paul Connery and he’s no longer a coroner whereby in many cases they weren’t called period 
even though the death may have been in the southern part of the county.  I’m bound and 
determined is to, you know is there unfair criticism going on here in regards to who is getting 
called and who isn’t? 
 
MANNING:  Centralized dispatch will fix that. 
 
MARNELL:  I spoke to John Kelly the other day and he explains it very thoroughly in the letter 
here which everybody just got this morning John has been in the funeral business for more than 
50 years full time and he’s got some valid points and one of things I read the letter over where it 
says, if a doctor or physician assistant or nurse practitioner is willing to sign a death certificate if 
this happens Essex County tax payers are paying for the removal which is totally unnecessary 
and have been done by funeral homes of the family’s choice at no cost to the county.  If the 
doctor or nurse practitioner can’t sign the death certificate why should the body have to be 
removed by the coroner? 
 
WHITELAW:  He’s making reference to one particular case and I remember that case vividly 
because that was a case where I had checked with the New York State Department of Health 
because there was a physician’s assistant that wanted to sign the death certificate. The 
Department of Health told me only nurse practitioners or doctors, MD’s could sign the death 
certificate so I did not let the physician’s assistant sign the death certificate and I took that body 
and put it in the morgue until I had somebody do a gross examination of that body, checked the 
medical records and then sign the death certificate without an autopsy okay?  Then I checked 
with DOH again that very same day when Mr. Kelly left a voice mail for me I’ll just put it at that 
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and then when I contacted DOH again they told me again no, it’s only a nurse practitioner or an 
MD that can do this and then they contacted me about four hours later and said, they just 
researched it and said, oh under the Education Law PA’s can sign a death certificate as long as 
they are authorized by their supervising MD. Fine but I was going by what I knew the law to be 
at that time and I was covering my backside and I was also covering that PA’s backside.  I know 
Mr. Kelly took great issue with it but, because he had to come all the way up to Saranac Lake to 
AMC Saranac Lake Morgue and pick up those remains but I was following law as I know it to be 
and I would still do it again. 
 
POLITI:  One of the things that Frank mentioned was that he has a $2 million dollar liability 
policy on his own but he’s an elected official aren’t the coroners covered under county policies 
for liability? 
 
PALMER:  All our elected officials, all of our appointed officials are covered under our liability 
coverage that’s correct. 
 
POLITI:  Isn’t the liability coverage $2 million or plus? 
 
PALMER:  It’s more than that our umbrella coverage is $10 million? 
 
MANNING: It’s like $11 million total. 
 
POLITI:  So Dan you’ve reviewed what Frank had to say here from a financial standpoint what 
are your thoughts? 
 
PALMER:  I’m not really sure.  I don’t see, what we pay out to the coroners is not so significant 
that these things are going to make a huge difference in our budget in one way or another.  You 
know, I think total between what we spend on coroners and body removals and poor person’s 
funerals is somewhere around $250,000 - $300,000 a year half of that is probably the poor 
persons or something. 
 
POLITI: I think the proposal here is more about getting coroners to respond. 
 
PALMER: Yeah I do too. 
 
POLITI: My guess is with regard to Tom’s question the reason somebody doesn’t get a call is 
because the State Police called five or six times, they don’t get an answer, then they stop 
calling.  It’s like Judge picking by the State Police.  There is a certain Judge and a certain day 
they call that Judge because you know that Judge is going to react differently than someone 
else so it makes sense that might be the case and to me it makes sense that by doing it in this 
manner you’re going to get coroners to respond because money talks always. 
 
PALMER:  Can I just address a little bit on this because I’ve got to tell you it’s extremely 
frustrating for us as administrators of the county when we hear that we’re not making somebody 
do something. Well, you have to understand that you can only force somebody to do something 
within the context of the state laws that we operate in and the public officer’s law yes, absolutely 
requires residency.  Proofing residency is an entirely different issue but even if we were to prove 
an elected official was not a resident of this county this board has absolutely no authority to do 
anything with that elected official.  It’s the Governor of the State of New York is the only 
individual that can take action to remove an elected official.  We’ve had elected officials live six 
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months in Albany back in the early 90’s and this board had absolutely no authority to do 
anything about that.  
The other thing you can’t do under State Law is you can’t withhold one elected officials salary 
and pay another in the same position.  If you have four coroners you are required by law all four 
of them what you advertised in the paper what you’re going to pay.  You are required to pay 
them.  It doesn’t matter if they show up.  It doesn’t matter if they move to Florida you still have to 
pay them. We don’t have the option to say, we’re not going to pay you because we don’t think 
you’re doing it right so just so the people understand that because it is extremely frustrating for 
us because we hear this all the time you’re not doing anything.  Well give me the authority to do 
something and I will but the State of New York controls the authority on elected officials. 
 
MANNING:  We currently pay them something like four thousand something that cannot be 
changed for the term of their employment so Frank’s point is well taken that to incentivize 
coroners to come we can pay them a lesser salary and jack up the response payment and the 
transport payment but we would have to wait until the next cycle when they are elected.  Dan’s 
points are proper. 
One last question I have is who makes the calls whether or not an autopsy needs to be 
undertaken?  Is that the pathologist or? 
 
WHITELAW:  No that determination whether or not a body will be taken to the morgue for an 
autopsy that determination is made by the coroner. 
 
MANNING:  Okay when it gets there it’s the pathologist? 
 
WHITELAW:  Then the pathologist – 
 
MANNING: Makes the determination. 
 
WHITELAW:  Makes the determination. They can do anything from a gross external 
examination and review of the medical records to a partial autopsy where they only examine 
certain parts of the body or they can do a full autopsy with toxicology. 
 
MANNING:  What happens when you as the coroner come and you’re not really sure do you 
just automatically bring them to CVPH or? 
 
WHITELAW: I’m usually pretty sure. 
 
MANNING: Okay, thank you. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I’m just a little confused as to why we can’t increase the salary of coroners?  
Well we do it for ourselves. 
 
MANNING: We can increase the salary for coroners but what we are looking to do is decrease 
the salary and increase stipends. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So you can decrease the salary on elected officials, it’s the increase where 
you’ve got to have the public hearing and so on?  Decrease is a whole different ball game. 
 
MANNING:  You can’t decrease, there’s case law too you can’t decrease their salary either but 
the general rule with a public official is you can decrease by local law or increase by local law 
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you can’t decrease. 
 
GILLILLAND: Thank you Mr. Whitelaw.   
 
GARRISON: Jay Heald. 
 
HEALD:  Good morning supervisors. Thank you Shaun and Mr. Manning for putting so much 
time into this.  Just a couple of things on Section 6, I seem to agree with about everything 
except for the stipend and actually I’m the only one in this unique situation if we’re going to go 
with funeral homes that have contracts the stipend to drop it to $150.00 is really, it’s ludicrous if 
you will.  I think the average and I’ve spoken to several funeral homes in the county prices for 
removals for their standard practices within their county ranges anywhere between $450 and 
$650 okay? 
 
MANNING:  What does Franklin charge? 
 
HEALD: I’m not sure with Franklin.  I stuck with the funeral homes in this county and I think if the 
county does that I think if you up that for the funeral homes have the mileage included in it and 
so on and so forth then perhaps a little mileage outside the county.  A couple weeks ago I did 
one in Minerva it’s not around the corner to Plattsburgh okay? 
 
McNALLY:  I just want to make note Minerva is in Essex County. 
 
PALMER: It’s true. 
 
HEALD: But Minerva to CVPH is not close. 
Section 9 conflict of interest, I don’t know a funeral home that is going to say no but when a 
funeral home gets a phone call whether it’s from a coroner or a hospice nurse or a nursing 
home or a hospital they are going to take that. That gives them the opportunity to speak to the 
family, to meet the family and do quite a bit of communication with them at that time okay. So I 
don’t perceive any funeral home in this county that’s going to say no, I don’t want a contract with 
you to do that okay.  I have been streamlining a few things with the State Police in the Lewis 
station. The State Police gets a phone call the last one the gentleman lives in Ticonderoga, 
we’re going to Minerva.  He picks the phone up, he calls me lets me know what’s going on we’re 
basically getting to Minerva at the same time.  If there’s a State Trooper on scene or if the BCI is 
there they are talking with the family they are actually getting information and also they are 
asking at the time do you have a funeral home of choice if they get that information the 
investigator or myself if it’s my case is notified immediately so that we can notify that funeral 
home immediately. 
 
MANNING: Our intent would be to have it done with dispatch so as soon as you dispatch the 
dispatcher would ask, that question would be asked. 
 
HEALD: Right. Sometimes there’s confusion.  I think the only other comment would be for the 
records, number 11 documentation of filing cases there’s software out there that’s probably 
$1500 a year or $1500 to buy the software probably $500 a year to maintain it.  I think it’s a 
valuable resource for all the coroners so that when you get your reports filed with the County 
Clerk or wherever we are going to file them with every single report is going to be the same. 
Right now I’m doing hand written reports they’re very legible I can type them if need be but I 
think the software is very valuable.   
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Last comment I think conflict of interest, I’m the only coroner that owns a funeral home.  I have a 
very, very specific document it’s a release form that when I meet with the family every single 
family has got to sign this form releasing their loved one to whatever funeral home so that there 
is no conflict period.  I read the letter from Mr. Marvin.  I was absolutely appalled with his 
comments because I think that’s exactly what he did for twenty years only the funeral home.  I 
am not Smitty Marvin. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I just want to follow up on that point because I’ve been around here since ’86 
and Jack Harland who owns Harland Funeral Home was coroner for a number of years and that 
was never an issue. 
 
HEALD:  Yeah, it’s not. 
 
MANNING: Everything is going to be controlled by dispatch from soup to nuts so the coroners or 
the funeral home and they are on list and picked in the rotation I don’t see any conflict and the 
conflict section here only relates to coroners soliciting, completely different animal. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Aren’t the powers and duties of a coroner I should have looked them up, I’m 
sure they must be spelled out. 
 
MANNING:  The State of New York does wonderful things with statutes.  They are very vague, 
very, very poorly done. 
 
GILLILLAND:  The coroner’s law that I read throws a lot of responsibility on boards of 
supervisors to develop that.  Any other questions for Mr. Heald?  Alright thank you sir. 
 
HEALD: Thank you. 
 
GARRISON: Kellie Valentine. 
 
VALENTINE: I feel that a lot of the unnecessary criticism is directed towards me.  I am a mother 
of three.  I do have a busy lifestyle but I can’t say I’ve actually ever looked at my phone and saw 
oh I have a coroner’s call, I’m not going to answer the phone so when we get a call from 
dispatch and it comes through as a private number so I’m not right with my phone which I 
understand you own a funeral home you can do that, you are retired you can do that, I have a 
full time job I can’t have my phone on me 24/7  so if I go back to my phone and look and see 
private number I don’t where to start?  Do I call Etown?  Do I call Ray Brook? Do I call 
Ticonderoga?  So, I feel that when an investigator calls me I can return that call to him I can’t to 
dispatch and first of all I think it starts with what is a coroners’ case? We get called out. We go 
to the scene okay, if a doctor is going to sign then that’s not my case that’s the funeral homes 
case.  So I don’t touch the body. I don’t put them in the body bag I don’t do anything.  I call the 
local funeral home that they want to deal with they come, they do the removal if it’s a case, my 
case is when the doctor isn’t going to sign off so then that’s when I step in if I have to put the 
body in a body bag, if I have to transport to the morgue that’s what I do.  What is a coroner’s 
case?  What isn’t?  
I’m looking at the fees.  I’ve never charged per call.  If I’m just going out and it’s a funeral home 
call I’ve never charged for that. I don’t charge mileage.  I take my flat fee. The only time I charge 
is if I do that removal, I do that transport which if anybody looks back I never charged for years.  
It’s not about the money for me. I’m a licensed funeral director.  I don’t practice and this is what I 
chose to do to keep me in the business and then going forward so when the funeral home gets 
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called I’ve already been in contacted by two funeral homes to do their removals for them.  Is that 
going to be legal?  Is that going to be okay as a county coroner?  I am a licensed funeral 
director.  I do have the coverage that Frank has.  I’m all set up as a funeral home.  They 
suggested for me to get a business name so it’s never going to be perfect but I just want to 
know going forward what is okay, what is not okay, what is a coroner’s call, what isn’t?  There’s 
a lot of questions that are not answered. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Well I guess first of all in putting this together there was no time anybody picked 
any criticisms for the performance of any individual coroners alright?  This is a response to 
various constituents and stuff like that discussing and talking about it over a number of years I 
believe and our investigation of what the responsibility of the board of supervisors is toward to 
regulating or providing guidance and things over the coroners and to standardize it throughout 
the county so I just want you to understand there has been no criticism of any individuals in their 
performance of duties whatsoever at least not from anybody sitting here in this room. 
 
VALENTINE: Well we did all see in the paper the articles. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Whatever the newspaper says is from other people but nobody has criticized you 
or any other coroners.  Second all I believe the idea there of a private business on doing 
removals and stuff it’s a valid question and stuff I think you could probably to Mr. Manning 
individually on how that goes.  Personally I don’t see there’s that much of an issue the way you 
described it but that’s a legal question.  Anything for Ms. Valentine? 
 
VALENTINE:  I do have one more thing. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Please go. 
 
VALENTINE:  In a couple of the local calls in my area that should have been mine I’ve asked 
the BCI why didn’t I get called and I’ve had answers from oh, I need a Funeral Director.  I am a 
licensed funeral director nobody knew that but I am I have my card and another call a man was 
a good size, on the second floor of his house okay, so why am I any different than anybody 
else?  You know, I’m going to get help just like everybody.  I mean, I’m not just saying it to 
protect me if I didn’t make a call or whatever but there’s a bigger picture there too as to what is 
going on.   
 
GILLILLAND:  We are aware of it. 
 
VALENTINE:   Thank you. 
 
GILLILLAND: Thank you. 
 
MANNING:  Just a couple of things.  We are going to adjourn this public hearing and we’ll have 
another public hearing if any of the coroners want to actually meet with me to go over some of 
these issues more thoroughly I have no problem with that.  If anyone here or the public wishes 
the board will also accept additional written comment and make it part of the record. 
 
PALMER: One of the things that I think is when I hear that there is software programs out there 
that you know the county can buy some of that frankly, I don’t know.  I think one of the problems 
is that we have coroners that are really four individual coroners every other department that I 
have and I have twenty some departments I have a department head who every year comes to 
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me and says, jeeze I’d like to propose this as part of my budget I want to put training money in 
or I want to do this, or I want to go here or I want to do that I don’t get that same contact with 
coroners because they’re really all four separate individual coroners and there no, I mean it 
would be nice if the coroners met and discussed and talked about especially around budget 
time and were able to provide to myself as the budget officer items that you considered 
important to do your job for the following year.  I didn’t know those items so if you say to me 
there’s a software program out there that the county should buy for us probably, chances are I 
will include it within the budget if I know that’s what you need so there’s that lack of 
communication and I’m not trying to specifically chastise anybody for that it’s just a question of I 
don’t get the same kind of feedback that I do directly from department head. 
 
VALENTINE:  When I was first elected I asked to go to training and I can’t remember who I 
spoke to it was several years ago but they said it wasn’t in the budget.  As funeral directors we 
do have to attend twelve continued education classes every year to keep up our license so I 
take that as training. 
 
PALMER:  But again and I can guarantee it wasn’t me that said that, it was somebody it was not 
me and typically for every department we look at training in that October, November time slot 
we look at what it is that each department needs in the following year so if you guys have things 
just send them to me and I’ll look at them and we’ll consider putting them in the budget if I know 
what they are. 
 
GILLILLAND:  And we have a training requirement in the local law here that we’ve outlined so if 
you take a look at that too and contact Mr. Manning here if you think it should be expanded. 
 
MANNING:  Yes absolutely.  You also are all aware of the electronic death registration system, 
you all are supposed to be trained and start to use I think by the middle of April.  Linda Beers in 
public health can train and oversee or help you in any questions in that respect.  I know Mr. 
Whitelaw is aware of that and probably already registered but I don’t know about the other 
coroners or Mr. Marvin. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Dan Manning any changes obviously will require another public hearing? 
 
MANNING:  Absolutely.  Yeah, yeah.  I mean this is just an attempt to hit the high notes within 
the perimeters of the law.  The State law does not allow us to it’s an elected official we only 
have certain things that we can regulate and that is what this is intended to do. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I think the suggestion was made and I agree was that if the four coroners could 
sit down and sit with you and possibly our County Manager it would go a long way.  I mean you 
could end up having fifteen public hearings here. 
 
MANNING: No, no and I’ve spoken to many, many people.  As an example in Franklin County 
I’ve spoken to Ron Keough but there’s and article where they are paying $180.00 for transport 
trips. In my rational with the lower transport fee actually as it gets to the funeral home it doesn’t 
work.  You know we’re paying somewhere in the neighborhood $4600 for our elected coroner 
with only 50 cases, maybe 60 cases divided by four so I tried to whittle away some of the other 
things because in comparison to other counties that are paying $1500 with a larger transport fee 
it seemed to balance out but these are all things we can discuss.  You know what we don’t want 
to do is, we don’t want to get coroners that are so ticked off or funeral directors that are so 
ticked off that they won’t do the job. We have to meet a happy medium where we’re getting the 
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best bang for our buck and they are happy. 
 
MONTY: Dan so on an average Essex County has 60 coroner calls a year? 
 
MANNIING:  I’m just basing that on last year.  Dan Palmer has a couple years. 
 
PALMER:  Yeah I think there’s more than that.  Sixty was like what Frank handled. 
 
MONTY:  That is why I was asking I knew that Frank had sixty. 
 
PALMER: I have the number.  I don’t have it right in front of me right now but I do have the total 
number I can certainly get that for you. 
 
MONTY: Thank you. 
 
MANNING: Maybe then seventy-five or something. 
 
GILLILLAND: Anything else?  So we will plan on re-convening the public hearing next month? 
 
MANNING: What will happen is I’d like to meet with the coroners or any other interested people 
that have any input check some loose ends out then I would re-write the local law and then we’ll 
have another public hearing. 
 
GILLILLAND: I just want to keep this line taught and keep going forward. 
 
MANNING:  Yes, understood. 
 
GILLILLAND:  If nothing else, this public hearing is adjourned. 
 
 As there was no further discussion to come before this public hearing it was adjourned at 
9:50 a.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Judy Garrison, Clerk 
Board of Supervisors  


